
Compliance Software Just Got Simpler 

Whistleblower+Plus 

one solution for all your needs

Anonymous Reporting  Conflicts of Interest Policy Management  

Certifications    Monitoring   Approvals 

 Attestations   On-boarding 

...to name a few



VALUE ANALYSIS
Annual expenses for compliance software

versus our comprehensive solution 

Compliance software is expensive and often lacking in functionality. Successful

compliance departments generally employ an ethics hotline, policy management

software, and software to manage approvals and conflicts. These are all separate

platforms with distinct operating features and foundations. These software come with

countless markups and pricing schedules. 

Whistleblower Plus was developed to be comprehensive and a single solution for nimble

compliance departments. Our pricing schedules are flexible and give companies the

ability to add or remove users without issue for the same price. 

Explanations
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SOFTWARE EVERY COMPLIANCE

PROGRAM SHOULD EMPLOY

ETHICS HOTLINE & CASE MANAGEMENT 

ETHICS HOTLINE & CASE
MANAGEMENT

POLICY MANAGEMENT

APPROVALS &
CONFLICTS

WHISTLEBLOWER+PLUS 

$1,000 - $20,000 / depending on number of users

Typical Price Range (Annually) 

$10,000 - $60,000 / depending on number of usersPOLICY MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

APPROVALS & CONFLICTS (LICENSES) $5,000 - $40,000 / depending on number of users

1 to 2,500 users / flat fee  

2,501 to 5,000 users / flat fee

5,001 to 10,000 users / flat fee

10,001 to 15,000 users / flat fee

15,001 to 20, 000 users / flat fee



OUR SOFTWARE 

Taking the RIDDLE out of
compliance software*

Anonymous Reporting & Whistleblower Hotline 

Case Management  

Policy Archiving, Management & Attestations 

Employee & Stakeholder Approvals 

Corporate Compliance Monitoring  

Management of Conflicts of Interest 

 

DELIVERABLES AT A GLANCE
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Anonymous Hotline & Reporting 

Our secure whistleblower tool allows employees to report inappropriate behavior to

a designated administrator or outside investigator. Inappropriate conduct may

include harassment, discrimination, fraud, bribery or other workplace issues. 

Anonymous reporting is the backbone of compliance management software. All

successful ethics & compliance programs employ a similar tool. Our tool features

multiple channel forwarding and case management in addition to reporting.  

Feature allows employees to anonymously report issues that they encounter 

Feature enables employees to add supporting documentation, such as videos,

pictures, and other information that relate to the incident

Cases are archived for follow-up by compliance staff, legal counsel, HR, and

executive management

Feature encourages a speak-up culture without fear of retaliation or backlash

from colleagues 

Feature allows compliance personnel to benchmark action steps 

Benefits 

Deliverable 1
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Deliverable 2

Case Management
Anonymous-reporting tools typically feature multiple channels that enable

employees to report incidents via email, an online platform or a hotline.

Whistleblower Plus employs these features along with case management and a

host of reporting features. 

Benefits
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Cases can be archived for follow-up by compliance staff, legal counsel, HR, and

executive management 

Allows compliance personnel to benchmark action steps  

Maintains an on-going record of cases for corporate training initiatives

Maintains an on-going record for corporate and legal investigations 



Management of Policies & Procedures 

Managing policies and procedures is a difficult task with updates and revisions being

commonplace. Policy management software is often bloated with unnecessary

features that overshadow efficient archiving and attestation functionalities.

Regulators and executive management alike want employees to acknowledge

corporate policies to ensure proper execution. Our software was developed to be

flexible and practical to meet both corporate and regulatory needs.  

Used to communicate corporate policies and procedures

Can house all important Human Resources' policies, such as Code of Conduct,

Employee Handbook, Harassment & Discrimination policies, PTO and Payroll

policies, and the like

May be used to archive mandated policies by judiciaries and/or regulatory

bodies. Policy examples may include Corruption Policy, Anti-Money Laundering

Policy, Vendor Management Policy, and similar corporate documents. 

Employees can view and download policies as needed

Certifications can be added to this module along with policies and procedures

Benefits 

Deliverable 3
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Employee Approvals

Benefits
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Deliverable 4

STAMP
APPROV

AL
OF

Any employee that has a question or concern about company-wide policies or

corporate procedures may ask directly from the software. This feature is useful

for employees because it enables them to access policies within the software

and ask questions about said policies. Furthermore, employees can seek

approval for important tasks and business decisions. For example, an employee

may ask if she can take out a public official for lunch next month. Such a

question may be against company policy and other laws. This feature empowers

employees to take action, and it also creates a paper trail of approvals and

inquires for auditing and investigations.  

Empower employees to seek permission and approval for questionable

activity and potential conflicts

Enable compliance departments to monitor concerns that may run afoul of

corporate policies and procedures

Enable compliance departments to monitor outside business activity 



Compliance Monitoring  
Whistleblower Plus enables applicable departments to monitor multiple segments

of compliance. This includes training, conflicts of interest, employee approvals,

policies and procedures, and a host of other reports and features. Whistleblower Plus

allows compliance personnel to compile reports, completion rates for attestations,

and certifications.

Track attestations and training completion rates

Build compliance reports that can be used for audits

Features tools to gauge compliance workflows 

Monitor questions and concerns conveyed by employees and other stakeholders

Maintain a working knowledge and database of compliance incidents and

related cases

Benefits 

Deliverable 5
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Deliverable 6

Conflicts of Interest 
Business conflicts can tarnish the integrity of an organization. For this reason,

compliance departments should employ on-going initiatives to gauge employees'

outside business activity, improper relationships, and any other conduct that may

interfere with fair and best business practices. Whistleblower Plus allows entities to

monitor such activity routinely. 

Monitor outside business activity and improper relationships (business &

personal) 

Foster transparency and a company-first culture 

Improve dialogue between executive management and employees

Homogenize standards for handling conflicts of interest

Improve business culture, ethics and conduct

Benefits
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OUR SERVICES
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Do you want to create more magic?

ETHICS &  

COMPLIANCE
OUTSOURCING

Riddle Compliance provides its clients with customized
ethics programs, and governance, risk, and compliance
(“GRC”) solutions. Every organization, notwithstanding its
size or industry, requires a system of behaviors and checks
and balances to manage a myriad of concerns. We
understand that ethics and GRC require a flexible
approach, and that an effective solution is comprised of
technology and advice. 

Audits & Risk
Assessments 

Annual compliance audits are essential for operational
efficiency, in addition, many regulators mandate internal
audits, risk assessments, and similar evaluations. We offer
these services and much more.  

Polices &  

Procedures 

Coupling our policy drafting services with Whistleblower
Plus is a winning solution. We can research all regulatory
mandates for your institution, draft relevant policies,
manage Whistleblower Plus for your organization, and
develop trainings that align with all corresponding policies
and procedures.

Training   

We can develop online courses or provide live trainings on
business ethics, harassment and discrimination, or other
topics, depending on your company's needs. 



WHY RIDDLE COMPLIANCE?

Many law firms attempt to merge legal services and compliance

consulting. At Riddle Compliance, we employ specialists who primarily

focus on ethics and compliance programs. This creates an unmatched

expertise. Law firms do a great job evaluating the law, but compliance is
operational in nature, and requires business-centric professionals for
proper execution. 
Competitive pricing (in comparison to hiring full-time staff and/or
outside counsel)  

Reduces overall costs of running a compliance function  

Promotes greater impartiality in relation to investigations, audits, whistleblowing

and monitoring  

Reduces likelihood of turnover, rehiring, training, and recruitment costs 

Periodic reporting and annual review 

Constant refinement of strategic planning and development of relevant

operational initiatives 

WHY SHOULD YOUR ORGANIZATION OUTSOURCE ITS ETHICS &

COMPLIANCE PROGRAM OR NEEDS?
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Riddle Compliance, LLC 
Al Jabbar Riddle, Esq. - Principal & President 
Local: 973.520.6131 
info@riddlecompliance.com 
www.riddlecompliance.com

If your organization is concerned about governance, risk mitigation, regulatory

compliance, human resources management and ethics, we can help simplify

things for you. Call us at 973-520-6131. You can also get in touch on our website at

riddlecompliance.com . We’re passionate about supporting our clients with respect,

transparency, and unparalleled expertise.

Riddle Compliance is a boutique firm specializing in corporate compliance. Many

of our clients are innovative leaders in construction, financial services, and

healthcare. We are distinguishable from other firms because we build dynamic

partnerships with our clients while facilitating impactful audits, trainings, internal

controls and dynamic compliance solutions 
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